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Peppy & Lil’ Lili’s Egg-citing Earth Mission
Peppy and Lil’ Lili were on a very important mission. They were on their way back to their home 
planet, QD-Pi, when they heard a loud bang. The egg chamber in their space ship had overheated 
and caused an explosion. The blast left a big hole in the ship. Worst of all, it sent all the little 
Pi-pling eggs down onto different parts of Earth.

Peppy and Lil’ Lili travel to Earth to find and retrieve the eggs. Our little friends will need your help 
and be their guide on Earth. Follow them as they travel around the world in their space pods, 
facing different challenges and learning many amazing new things. Let’s go on an egg-citing 
adventure! 



Emperors of the South Pole
Brrr... Brrr... It’s freezing today at the South Pole 
 We’ll catch a bad cold, the penguins are told
They huddle together, as winter unfolds
 Who dares to go swimming, they must be so bold

A snow storm is brewing... These penguins are at sea and need to get on the ice to huddle. Each 
floating block of ice can only hold five penguins. Is there enough space for our brave feathery 
friends? 

Phew! The storm is over. One of the penguins rolls 
out a little monster egg. What a wonderful surprise! 
They were keeping it warm until its owners arrived. 
Lil’ Lili gently places it in an egg capsule and sends 
it back to their spaceship.

They continue on their mission to recover all the 
missing eggs.

Antarctica



Don’t Worry Bee Happy
There are many beekeepers in New Zealand producing Manuka Honey, a special type of 
honey made from the nectar of the Manuka tree. Our friends decide to visit a beekeeper after 
hearing about some unusual bee activity in his honey farm. Mr Berry talks about a strange egg-
like object attracting his bees. He offers to take them to it once he is done emptying his honey 
frames. 

Peppy and Lil’ Lili stay on to help. Mr Berry is able to fill one full jar with the honey from the blue 
frame. He only wants to empty out the frames with the same amount of honey. Can you help our 
friends find other frames which are ready to be emptied?

MANUKA

HONEY

After emptying the honey frames, Mr Berry takes our friends 
to the back of his farm where there is a flurry of bee activity. 
They find a monster egg and it looks just like a beehive! 

They thank Mr Berry and send the egg on its way. Mr Berry is 
happy that his bees can now get back to work. 

Our friends fly away to their next mission.

MANUKA

HONEY

New Zealand



What Goes Around Comes Around
Whoosh! Throw a boomerang in the air and watch it come back to you. They were used by the 
original people of Australia for hunting. Even the little children would make their own tiny toy 
boomerangs to play with. 

Peppy and Lil’ Lili visit a small boomerang art studio. The artists are busy packing boomerangs 
to ship them out to souvenir shops. Our friends decide to help out. There are a few piles of 
boomerangs, each pile to be packed into one box. Each box should have exactly five
boomerangs. Can you help our friends sort out how many boomerangs “to put in or take out” 
from each pile of boomerangs?  

Australia

The artists are so pleased with the extra help. They offer our 
friends some afternoon tea and Lamington cakes. Peppy and 
Lil’ Lili tell a story about their adventures and their quest. One of 
the artists says she has seen a strange big emu egg in one of 
the nests nearby. Peppy and Lil’ Lili thank them for the 
hospitality and rush over to the nest. 

One more successful mission for our friends. 



Looking Chic in Batik
It’s time for celebration in Indonesia and everyone is out in their best batik attire. Batik is still 
hand made by local crafts people today. The artist uses hot wax to separate the dyes from the 
cloth. This allows batik to have its distinct outlines and patterns. 

Peppy and Lil’ Lili have made their way to a batik making workshop. The batik makers show our 
friends three colourful modern batik cloths. They said they want to make more. However, they 
cannot find the copper stamps with the right combination of different shapes. Can you help our 
friends find the three stamps that the makers need?

Indonesia

Awesome work everyone! The ladies at the workshop get 
straight to work now that they have the right copper stamps. 
One of the batik makers is carrying something wrapped around 
a batik sarong. She unwraps the sarong and in it is a batik 
monster egg. It has soaked up the batik colours of the sarong. 

Wonderful! Success once again. 



King of the (Urban) Jungle 
The tiny red dot, our Singapore is called
 Skyscrapers and offices, this city is sprawled
Roar! Roar! The mighty Merlion stands tall
 Come visit, come visit, it beckons and calls

The Merlion is Singapore’s official mascot. The fish body represents 
Singapore’s origin as a once tiny fishing village and the lion points 
to the country’s original name, Singapura, meaning “lion city”.  

Peppy and Lil’ Lili make their way to Sentosa Island to visit the 
giant Merlion statue. They are hoping they could get a good look 
at the entire island from the statue’s viewing deck. Could you help 
them find which floor the viewing deck is located?

Singapore

Viewing deck

At the viewing deck, they look out through the mouth of the 
Merlion. They see in the distance a shiny thing nestled amongst 
the plants on Sentosa Island. 

They quickly leave the Merlion and head straight for the object. 
It is indeed an egg and they are extremely happy. Strangely the 
egg is like another famous Singapore mascot... Singa! Success 
again!



Let’s Go Fly A Kite
Wow, look at that wau! The wau bulan is a traditional Malaysian kite. Its shape is inspired by the 
crescent moon and it is the biggest of all traditional Malay kites. It is typically painted with 
bright colours so that it can be easily seen up high in the sky. 

Peppy and Lil’ Lili see many bright and colourful kites in the sky when they arrive. A few 
villagers are participating in the annual kite competition. The winner is the one who flies his or 
her kite the highest from the ground. The judge of the competition is not feeling very well. Peppy 
and Lil’ Lili are asked to help the judge. Can you help them measure which kite is the highest from 
the ground?

Peppy and Lil’ Lili congratulate the winner of the 
competition, a local rice farmer. They sit down for a nice 
afternoon meal. The farmer says that he had seen an 
unusual looking animal by the forest the other day. Our 
friends rush over and it is another monster egg!

Great work again! They send the egg back to their ship. 

Malaysia



When You Find Yourself in a Sticky Situation
Mangoes are one of the most popular fruits in Thailand. They certainly are some of the most 
delicious. There are many types of mangoes and they are widely used in Thai cooking. Yummy!

Peppy and Lil’ Lili visit a market and see a stall selling plates of sliced mango and sticky rice. The 
stall owner said that she made a mistake while making her desserts. There should be six mango 
slices on each plate. Some of these plates have more than six while some have fewer. Can you 
help our friends find which plates need to be corrected?

Well done! You’ve helped our friends reorganize 
the plates of dessert. Peppy and Lil’ Lili take the 
opportunity to explore the market. They come 
across a fruit stall which has an unusually large 
mango to sell. In fact, it is another monster egg! 

They pay the fruit seller for the egg and continue 
on their mission.

Thailand
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